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• GC2 Project Recap & Meeting Purpose
• Selecting “Representative Segments”
• Selecting Climate Narratives
• Next Steps

Meeting Overview
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Project Recap & Meeting 
Purpose
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• Task 1: Identify critical transportation assets in Mobile (complete)

• Task 2: Climate information (almost complete)

• Task 3: Determine vulnerability of critical assets (underway)

• Task 4: Develop risk management tool(s) (approx. fall 2012 to late 2013)

• Task 5: Coordination with planning authorities & the public (ongoing)

• Task 6: Information dissemination and publication (approx. early 2014)

Gulf Coast Study, Phase 2 : Project Status
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Focus of today’s 
meeting



Vulnerability Assessment

• Vulnerability Assessment considers: 
How the Mobile transportation system as a whole could be 
affected by climate change
How the critical transportation assets (Task 1) could be 
affected by potential changes in the climate variables (Task 2)
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exposure 
Vulnerability =    sensitivity

adaptive capacity
f



Today’s Discussion

• First steps of vulnerability screen include:
Identifying representative segments of critical assets that will 
undergo the assessment
Selecting climate narratives to frame the climate information used 
in the vulnerability screen
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Selecting Representative 
Segments
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Representative Segments: What and Why?

• Criticality assessment identified:
152 critical miles of highway
347 critical miles of rail
426 critical miles of pipelines
2 critical transit facilities + fleet
23 critical ports
2 critical airports
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Representative Segments: What and Why?

• Criticality assessment identified:
152 critical miles of highway
347 critical miles of rail
426 critical miles of pipelines
2 critical transit facilities + fleet
23 critical ports
2 critical airports
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That’s a lot 
of miles!

Assessing the vulnerability of 
every single mile would be 
unwieldy, and redundant



Representative Segments: What and Why?

• The vulnerability assessment of highways, 
pipelines, and rail will instead focus on smaller 
critical segments that are representative of the 
larger system
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Representative Segments: Selection 
Process

• Preliminary list of recommended representative 
segments, identified using the following criteria:

Geographic diversity
Relevance to system performance
Variety in types of infrastructure
General interest to stakeholders (based on some preliminary 
discussions with Mobile-area stakeholders)

• Now, we need your feedback!
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Representative Segments: Highways

• Representative highway segments selected based on:
Diversity 

• Geographical

Locations of interest 
• Proximity to water bodies
• Evac. route segments known to flood
• General areas of interest

Multi-modal connectors or intersections of key routes
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Representative Segments: Highways

Are these criteria appropriate?

Are there key categories not currently 
represented?

Are there other segments that should undergo the 
vulnerability assessment?
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Representative Segments: Pipelines and 
Rail

• Criteria for rail:
Diversity 

• geographical 
• owning company

Multi-modal connectors (e.g. near McDuffie coal terminal 
and Brookley airfield) 
Connectors to industrial sites (near US-43 corridor)
Locations of interest (e.g., CSX segment near downtown)
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Representative Segments: Pipelines and 
Rail

• Criteria for pipelines:
Location running into the ocean and across the Bay
Likelihood to be aboveground
Connectors to storage facilities
Convergence of several different critical pipelines
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Representative Segments: Pipelines and 
Rail

Are these criteria appropriate?

Are there key categories not currently 
represented?

Are there other segments that should undergo the 
vulnerability assessment?
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Selecting Climate Narratives
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Climate Narratives: What and Why?

• Climate information we’ve developed includes:
3 sea-level rise scenarios
11 storm surge scenarios
Temperature, precipitation and run-off projections using 3 
emission scenarios, 5 weather stations, and up to 14 climate 
models
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It’s a lot of 
data!



Climate Narratives: What and Why?

• We are developing climate narratives to bundle data into 
easily understandable chunks

Narratives will pull from climate data developed for this project
Not all data points will be used; rather, we will select plausible 
narratives that capture a range of the climate projections, and 
are relevant to the concerns of Mobile stakeholders

• Next slides discuss: 
Considerations involved in selecting storylines
Our proposed ideas for constructing them for sea-level rise, 
storm surge, and temp/precip/flooding
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Climate Narratives: Important 
Considerations

• Probability
One emission scenario is not more likely to occur than another 
It is important to not overly focus on “middle-ground” climate 
narratives under the assumption that they are more likely to 
happen

• Risk tolerance
Are you interested in the “worst case” situations?  
Do you wish to be less cautious, and look at the more “mild” 
possible changes in climate?
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Climate Narratives: Important 
Considerations (cont’d)

• Volume of information
What is the appropriate number of climate narratives to look at?  

• Relevance
Do narratives cover the range of issues that you care about?
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Climate Narratives: Sea Level Rise

• Potential SLR narratives:
30 cm and 200 cm – captures full range
30 cm and 75 cm—a bit more less cautious; eliminates the 
most extreme scenario
75 cm and 200 cm—captures the most extreme scenario, as 
well as a more moderate scenario
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Climate Narratives: 30 cm Sea Level Rise
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Climate Narratives: 75 cm Sea Level Rise
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Climate Narratives: 200 cm Sea Level Rise



Climate Narratives: Sea Level Rise

• Potential considerations for SLR climate narratives:
Are two climate narratives the appropriate number?
What does the science say about the SLR climate narratives?  
How does this fit in with risk tolerance?
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Climate Narratives: Storm Surge

• 11 storm surge scenarios developed:
7 simulations of Hurricane Katrina–different storm intensities 
and sea levels
4 simulations of Hurricane Georges–different sea levels

• Potential storm surge narratives:
Could follow changes in just one storm (e.g. Katrina) to illustrate 
the effects that climate change would have on a storm already 
possible today
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Climate Narratives: Storm Surge

• Potential considerations for storm surge climate 
narratives:

Are 3-4 climate narratives the appropriate number?
What do these climate narratives represent?

• Storms that can happen today
• Impacts of a more intense storm occurring
• Storms with the effects of SLR

Note: will also consider associated heavy precipitation
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Climate Narratives: Temperature and 
Precipitation

• Temperature and precipitation data based on 
scenarios of future greenhouse gas emissions

• Narratives to focus on effects (vs. emissions 
scenario)– more salient to transportation planning

• For example:
A “Warmer and Wetter” Mobile
A “Hotter and Drier” Mobile
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Climate Narratives: Temperature and 
Precipitation

• “Warmer and Wetter” and “Hotter and Drier” narratives 
would be developed by identifying the points at which

90% of the modeling results are greater
10% of the modeling results are greater
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Climate Narratives: Temperature and 
Precipitation

Examples
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Climate Narratives: Temperature and 
Precipitation

• Potential considerations for temp/precip climate 
narratives:

Are two, bracketing climate narratives the appropriate number?
Are there different situations that Mobile is really concerned 
with?  E.g, Hotter and Wetter?
Are the 10% and 90% points the appropriate ones?  
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What’s Next?
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Vulnerability Assessment Next Steps

• Finalize representative segments and climate narratives
• Meetings this week with stakeholders to define the 

specific components of each mode being assessed, and 
to gather more information on current vulnerabilities

• Conduct initial vulnerability screen to identify the most 
vulnerable assets

• Gather information on consequences of potential 
damages, and identify system wide vulnerabilities
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Anne Choate
ICF International

Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation
215.381.0480

Achoate@icfi.com

Robert Hyman
Federal Highway Administration 

Office of Natural and Human Environment
202.366.5843

Robert.Hyman@dot.gov

Contact
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Projected Mean Temperature
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Projected # of Days > 95F
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Projected Mean Precipitation
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Seasonality of Precipitation Projections
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Changes in Extreme Precipitation
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Simulated Extreme Precip Baselines
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Representative Segments: Highways

• Representative highway segments selected based on:
Geographical diversity within Mobile
Intersections of multiple critical routes
Importance to multi-modal connectors, such as the segment of Airport 
Blvd that leads to the airport
Current tendency to flood during heavy precipitation events 
Location near water bodies, including the Bay, rivers, channels
Presence of drainage structures potentially worth examining
Location near water and sewer facilities
Potential to be of particular interest to stakeholders, such as the 
Causeway, the stretch of Government Street that runs through 
Downtown, and the I-10 tunnel
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Representative Segments: Pipelines and 
Rail

• Again, we strove for geographic diversity across the 
County

• Other criteria for rail:
May serve as important multi-modal connectors– e.g. segments 
near the Brookley airfield and near the McDuffie coal terminal
Appear to connect to key industrial/manufacturing sites—e.g. 
the rail lines near the Hwy-43 corridor where facilities appear to 
connect directly to the rail line
May be particular interest to stakeholders—e.g. the CSX 
segment that runs along the downtown area.
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Representative Segments: Pipelines and 
Rail

• Criteria for pipelines:
Location running into the ocean and across the Bay
Likelihood to be aboveground
Connectors to storage facilities
Convergence of several different critical pipelines
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